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The Creation of Key West as an Escape from
Modern America
by William C. Barnett

K?

ey West has been a popular tourist destination for over seventy years, and visitors are struck by its distinctive sense of
lace and by its sense of a lingering past. Various slogans
call attention to its remote island location-100 miles south of
mainland Florida, but only 90 miles north of Cuba-and emphasize its geographic and cultural separation from modern America.
Tourism boosters call it "America's Southernmost City,"
"Margaritaville," "The Last Resort," and "the Conch Republic,"
and each label promises a place apart from the rest of the nation.
The constant use of the words "escape" and "getaway" in tourism
ads shows that many travelers seek a temporary retreat from modern society, and Key West's name now carries this meaning. The
island offers the idea of a getaway in time as well as space, as its
quaint, nostalgic built environment provides a sense of traveling
back into the past. But the romantic images presented to tourists
hide dramatic changes in Key West's environmental orientation
and give a false sense of a community frozen in time. When the
seaport was converted into a vacation destination in the 1930s, the
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economy shifted from commerce and production to tourism and
consumption. Key West was reinvented as a getaway, which
required a reshaping of the town's popular history.
Key West is one of many communities where the past feels
vividly present because layers of history remain visible in the built
environment. The town's distinctive architecture and layout play
a major role in its appeal to tourists, but few newcomers are aware
of the combination of economic downturns and historic preservation efforts that created this urban landscape. Visitors do not
often learn many details about the city's complex social and economic history, but they find the colorful waterfront, the maritime
atmosphere, and the old homes with porches and shutters to be
nostalgic and attractive. Tourists enjoy the picturesque seaport
because it feels so different from the modern urban and suburban
landscapes they left behind. The scale of the town is small, with
Duval Street stretching just a mile from the Gulf of Mexico to the
Atlantic. Cars do not seem to belong in the maze of narrow oneway streets, nineteenth-century wooden houses, and tropical gardens, and the town still feels oriented to the harbor. Tourists
experience Key West as a walking city, finding that its lanes and
alleys, laid out long before the rise of America's car culture and little changed since then, are best navigated on foot or by bicycle.
The built environment seems to be remarkably intact, particularly
in Old Town, which gives many newcomers the feeling of arriving
in a nineteenth-century seaport frozen in time.'
Visitors are told stories that support this sense that Key West's
past remains alive, and many travelers arrive carrying romantic
ideas. Tourism has driven the economy for over seven decades,
and John J. Audubon, Harry Truman, and Jimmy Buffett are all
used to represent the island to outsiders, but the patron saint of
Key West tourism is Ernest Hemingway. All four men were sporadic visitors, not permanent residents, but tourists are encour-

1.

The best travel guide to Key West is Joy Williams, The Rorida Keys, From Key
Largo to Key West (New York: Random House, 198'7). See also Sharon Wells,
The Walking €3Biking Guide to Historic Key West (Key West: Island City Heritage
Press, 2000). On local architectural history, see Erick Valle, American Urban
Typologies: Key West, FZorida (Miami: Village Publishers, 1995); William Carl
Shiver, "The Historical Architecture of Key West: The Triumph of the
Vernacular in a Nineteenth Century Florida Town,"(Ph.D.diss., Florida State
University, 198'7);Susanne Hupp and Laura Stewart, Histuric Home of Rorida
(Sarasota:Pineapple Press, 1995).
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aged to follow in their footsteps, rather than in the footsteps of any
native sons. Vacationers rarely learn about local fishermen, wreckers, or cigar makers, who remain in obscurity while these notable
tourists are celebrated. Hemingway, Key West's most famous
adopted son, was a seasonal visitor in the 1920s and 1930s, yet he
continues to play a major role in the local economy. Year after
year, visitors pay to tour his home and to drink rum at bars he is
said to have frequented. Many tourists arrive carrying To Have and
Have Not or The Old Man and the Sea, his novels about Key West and
Cuba, and there is an annual Hemingway look-alike contest. Few
U.S. towns are so strongly identified with a visiting writer, and two
that are-Monterey with John Steinbeck's Cannery Row, and
Nantucket with Herman Melville's Moby-Dick-are also tourist centers seeking to establish a popular history based on a vanished maritime era.*
Hemingway's prominent position in Key West tourism is ironic, because he detested the changes it brought, while refusing to
recognize his role in publicizing the island. Hemingway,John Dos
Passos, Elizabeth Bishop, and other writers began visiting in the
late 1920s, when Key West was a struggling fishing port with many
Bahamian and Cuban residents. These writers felt a sense of
authenticity, exotic color, and pre-industrial simplicity that they
found lacking in much of modern industrial America. Hemingway
spent his time writing, sport fishing, and drinking, and he came to
identify with local fishermen, or "Conchs," and to resent tourists.
These ideas run throughout To Have and Have Not, the story of a
gritty fisherman and smuggler in 1930s Key West. It was the
island's pivotal decade, because a local economic crisis combined
with the Great Depression to pave the way for Key West's reinvention as a vacation de~tination.~
2.

3.

On these men in the Keys, see Kathryn Hall Proby, Audubon in Florida (Coral
Gables: University of Miami Press, 1974);James McLendon, Papa: Hemingway
in Key West (Key West: Langley Press, 1990). Other popular histories include
Maureen Ogle, Key West: History of an Island of Dreams (Gainesville:University
Press of Florida, 2003);Joan and Wright Langley, Key West: Images of the Past
(Key West: C.C. Belland & E.O. Swift, 1982).
Ernest Hemingway, To Have and Have Not (1937;New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1970), 81, 85, 187, 260; On Hemingway and Dos Passos, see Linda
Patterson Miller, ed., Letters From the Lost Generation: Gerald and Sara Murphy
and Friends (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1991), 9,12,68. On the
writer's colony, see George Murphy, ed., The Key West Reader: The Best of Key
West's Writers, 1830-1990 (Key West: Tortugas Ltd., 1989);Williams, The Horida
Keys, From Key Largo to Key West, 168-177.
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Hemingway left for Cuba in 1940 because he hated the
changes that tourists brought, but he and other writers were the
leading edge of tourism. Their "discovery" of Key West as a place
apart-as an escape from modern urban-industrial America-created a new way to locate the island in time and space. Later
decades would bring new celebrities, such as Tennessee Williams
and Jimmy Buffett, and new slogans, such as "Margaritaville" and
the "Conch Republic," but the basic formula was set. Key West was
no longer a community striving to be part of the American mainstream. Instead, it was reinvented as a special place on the nation's
periphery, offering an alternative to the dominant economic and
cultural patterns.
Ideas of Key West as a place apart still underlie its appeal to
modern tourists, and recent slogans like the "Conch Republic"
suggest that the island is almost a separate nation, but this was
nothing like the way that nineteenth-century islanders understood
their location. For the first century of Key West's existence-from
the 1820s through the 1920s-island residents worked to connect
their port with the rest of the nation. They labored to produce
commodities they could sell to mainland U.S. cities, and they
sought to become an important commercial port. In the late nineteenth century, their goals were being realized, as local fishermen
shipped valuable catches to New York City, and steamship lines
sailing from New York to Galveston and New Orleans stopped in
Key West as they rounded Florida. The seaport was also a hub that
linked the U.S. to Cuba and the Bahamas, with regular sailings to
Havana. In that prosperous era, Key West had a central location
in the web of maritime trade that linked Atlantic Coast cities, Gulf
of Mexico ports, and Caribbean islands, and it was one of Florida's
largest cities. In this seafaring age, nobody viewed Key West as the
end of the road, or the "Last Resort."
Public perceptions about a city's spatial relationships and environmental orientation can be revealing, but popular views can be
mistaken. Today's tourists perceive Key West and similar coastal
towns from Nantucket, Massachusetts, to Monterey, California, as
nineteenth-century seaports frozen in time, despite the fundamental changes that have occurred in all three locations. Tourism
boosters try to obscure these changes by promoting the idea that
the seafaring past is still present-and
that the ghosts of
Hemingway, Melville, or Steinbeck can still be seen on the waterfront. In one sense, the past is still present, since much of the his-
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INVENTINGTHE CONCHREPUBLIC
toric built environment remains. But most romantic stories about
such ports are false, because their basic environmental orienta
has been remade. These old ports are no longer central to .
America's economic production and trade, because the fisheries
collapsed and trading vessels no longer fill their harbors. When .
the nineteenth-century maritime world declined, these fo
trade centers found themselves on the nation's periphery.
Key West, Nantucket, and Monterey have been reinvented as
escapes from modern America, and this has been possible because
of the ways their urban landscapes have been preserved and their
historical memory has been reshaped. These island and coastal
towns missed the industrial boom that railroads and then cars
brought to most U.S. cities. As a result of this failure, their built
environments feel distinctive. These communities developed as
maritime centers over a century ago, and tourists today find the
idea of visiting pre-industrial America very appealing. But that
nineteenth-centuryworld does not actually exist, except as a historical memory created by tourism boosters. However, the system
that replaced it, the landscape of industrial cities and suburbs that
dominated twentieth-century America, is strikingly absent in these
seaports today. Modern Key West, Nantucket, and Monterey represent a third type of landscape. They are difficult places to
define, but in their complex and creative blend of past and future,
and in their economic leap from maritime production past industrialization to tourism and consumption, these vacation destinations are windows into post-industrial America.

,
'

.

#

'

'

A Maritime Center
U.S. settlers founded Key West in the 1820s, and throughout
the nineteenth century, the community was defined by its role as a
seaport. When Spain ceded Florida to the United States in 1819,
various Americans assessed the territory's environments and envisioned what they might become. Most settlers crossed from
Georgia or Alabama into northern Florida to expand the antebellum South's cotton plantations. But a few men evaluated the
opposite end of Florida, five hundred miles to the south. The men
studying the Keys were not seeking farm land when they examined
maps, because they had a maritime view of the world. Key West's
founders were northern merchants, not southern planters, and
they had sailed along the Keys on the way to Havana and New
Orleans. These men searched nautical charts for deep natural har-
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bors near trade routes. They envisioned a settlement at Key West
because it was a day's sail from Havana and it sat astride the maritime highway between the nation's Atlantic and Gulf Coast ports.4
John Sirnonton, a New Jersey merchant, bought the entire
island from its Spanish owner in Havana in 1821, and explained
his vision of its future as a seaport in a memorial to Congress.
Simonton praised Key West's critical asset, saying, "it affords a
Harbour large and commodious perfectly easy of access and quite
Safe for Vessels of any size." He argued that a good harbor at such
a strategic location should become a port and navy base, writing,
"an Establishment at this island would be of great importance to
government as well as to Merchants.... it being one of the most
commanding places on the Florida coast for the protection of that
very large proportion of American Commerce carried on thro [sic]
the Gulf of Mexico." It was a risky venture because it was far from
other U.S. settlements, but with federal support, the port would
become a base for U.S. expansion on an important maritime frontier.5 Rhode Island merchant Welcome Greene was not
Simonton's partner, but he knew Cuba and Florida well, and he
analyzed Key West in his journals. He reported that Simonton had
"made a purchase of an island called Key West on the Florida
shore opposite to Havana which he, in his usual sanguine manner,
describes as a mine of wealth." Greene summed up Simonton's
booster efforts, stating, "He represents it as.. . a fine harbour having 28 feet of water on the reefs at its entrance, and from its vicinity to Havana (something less than a hundred miles) promising
one day to be a place of much bu~iness."~
Simonton was full of praise for his settlement, but some visitors
were harshly critical, and their central argument was that yellow
4.

5.
6.

On New Englanders in Key West, see "Commercial Cities and Towns of the
United States: Key West, Florida,"Hunt's Merchants' Magazine,January 1852,
58; Clarence E. Carter, ed., The TerritorialPapers of the United States: The Territory
of flom'da, 1821-1824 v. 23 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1956),
700-702. On North Florida cotton planters, see Michael Gannan, Rorida: A
Short History (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1993), 26-31; Gloria
Jahoda, Rorida: A History (NewYork: W.W. Norton, 1984), 46-54, 6'7-71;Mark
Derr, Some Kind of Paradise: A Chronicle of Man and the Land in Flom'da
(Gainesvillt:University Press of Florida, 1998), 2'74281, 29431 1.
Carter, ed., The Tern'torial Papers, v. 22, 352-353.
Alice E. Smith, ed.,Journals of WelcomeArnold Greene:Journeys in the South, 18221824 (Madison: State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 1957), 54. The island
was actually four miles by one mile. Greene was not related to Pardon Greene,
a prominent Key West resident.
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fever made Key West a very unhealthy place. A century later, the
island would be promoted as a place to travel to for health purposes, but in its first decade, it was nearly abandoned. The U.S. Navy
sent Commodore David Porter to the island in 1823 to protect U.S.
shipping from pirates, and his reports were very damaging. He
complained, "A frigate or a large sloop of war is indispensable to
us, and we cannot exist with anything like comfort without one.
Thrown, as we are, on a barren and desolate island that does not
even supply water." Porter's assessment of Key West was decidedly
negative, as he thought the island created miasma, or bad air,
which was believed to cause yellow fever. He wrote about "the poisonous vapor which arises from the ponds," and blamed the island
itself, saying "the disease with which we have been afflicted being
altogether local." Porter judged Key West in summer to be "an
unfit residence for man," and abandoned his post.7
A controversy raged within the Navy, as Commodore John
Rodgers contradicted Porter. Rodgers called Key West "too important an object in a political and commercial point of view to be suffered to remain unoccupied," and judged its health risks
manageable, calling the climate "similar to that of the West Indies
generally." Yellow fever did return, and did slow the town's
growth, but the Secretary of the Navy believed Rodgers, not Porter,
gave the best assessment. Rodgers extolled Key West's location,
declaring, "Nature has made it the advance post, from which to
watch and guard our commerce passing to and from the
Mississippi; while at the same time, its peculiar situation and the
excellence of its harbor point it out as the most certain key to the
commerce of the Havana." There were several dozen deaths in the
worst years, as newcomers continued to get sick, but the port overcame its reputation as an unhealthy place.8
These very early accounts reveal that from its start, Key West
was defined by its strategic location at the crossroads of the
Atlantic, the Caribbean, and the Gulf of Mexico. Both Rodgers
and Greene said the essential link was with Cuba, and Greene
7.

8.

U.S. Congress, American State Papers, Class W, Naval Affairs v. 1 (New York:
Arno Press, 1979), 111 0 , l I12, 1116. See also Benjamin Strobel, "Sketchesof
Florida - No. 8: Health of Key West," Charleston Mercury, 12July 1833; Albert
W. Diddle, "Medical Events in the History of Key West," Tequesta v. 1 (1946),
1421; E. Ashby Hammond, "Noteson the Medical History of Key West, 18221832,"Flurida Historical Quarter4 v. 46 (October 1967), 93110.
U.S.Congress,Amem'canStatePapersv.1,1119,1121.
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viewed Havana as a place of high rewards but high risks. He wrote
in 1818, "I this morning take leave of Havana, having but little to
say in its favor, except to a man who seeks only for gain who may
here very soon acquire a fortune-if his constitution will bear seasoning to the ~limate."~
But Simonton was a man who downplayed
risks, including yellow fever, to concentrate on economic rewards.
Simonton did not discuss fishing or farming, but said that salt
ponds would yield a valuable commodity and that wrecking, or salvaging shipwrecks, would become lucrative.1°
All three businesses that Simonton envisioned-maritime
trade, salt, and wrecking-depended upon Key West's location
along environmental borders. Its position at the juncture between
the Atlantic, the Caribbean, and the Gulf was critical to trade and
created a platform from which to exploit the coral reefs. The most
basic border was between dry land and deep water, and once the
settlers built docks in the harbor, ships could load and unload
cargo. Key West's fine harbor was the reason for its existence, and
gave it an advantage over other Florida towns. Early settlers also
established control over the boundary between land and sea when
they turned salt ponds into salt works. They built floodgates and
canals to control seawater's flow into areas where brine could evaporate and salt could dry in the sun. Salt production continued into
the 1870s, although it was not highly profitable. But the wreckers,
who salvaged cargo from frequent shipwrecks on the jagged reefs,
brought great wealth to Key west."
Wrecking thrived from the 1820s through the Civil War era due
to its specialized adaptation to the local maritime environment.
The warm Gulf Stream waters gave the Keys the nation's only coral
reefs, which combined with frequent tropical storms and unpredictable currents to cause many shipwrecks. To passing vessels, the
submerged reefs presented a jagged knife's edge, but Key West's
9.

Howard Greene and Alice E. Smith, ed.,Journals of WelcomeArnold Greene: The
Voyages of the Brigantine Perseverance, 1817-1820 (Madison: State Historical
Society of Wisconsin, 1956), 107.
10. Carter, ed., Territorial Papers v. 22, 38'7-388, 352.
11. On the salt ponds, see William Whitehead, "Map of the Town of Key West
Together with the Island," 1829, Map Collection, Monroe County Public
Library, Key West; Rembert W. Patrick, ed., "William Adee Whitehead's
Description of Key West," Tequesta v. 12 (1952), 66-68. See also Joe Knetsch,
"EvaporatingProfits: A Brief History of the Key West Salt Ponds,"FZom'du Keys
Sea HeritageJournalv. '7, no. 1, (Fall 1996), 1-'7,1415;Florida Keys Land Trust,
The Salt Ponds of Key West (Key West: Florida Keys Land Trust, 1984).
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seafaring people lived on this knife's edge and turned these dangerous conditions into an advantage. They took great risks sailing out
into storms to rescue passengers and either pull ships off the reef,
unload cargo before ships sank, or dive for sunken cargo. Most
early wreckers were white Bahamians who relocated to Key West
after 1825,when the removal of wrecked goods from Florida to foreign ports was outlawed. These men gambled on a few big paydays,
when their sloop reached a stranded ship first. They did not work
for wages, but instead earned a share of the cargo awarded to their
vessel. The business provided more reliable income to local lawyers
and merchants, as every salvage operation led to a court case to
award a percentage of the cargo to the wreckers. This unpredictable array of goods was warehoused and auctioned off, giving
local merchants significant revenue.12
Wrecking and its high profits generated controversy, as some
visitors praised the skill and daring of Key West sailors, while others denounced the business as little more than piracy. One 1854
visitor wrote, "It is an open trade of villainy-as wicked a beginning
for a new community as was ever made," and said captains made
corrupt deals with wreckers to intentionally strand vessels. In
defense of the wreckers, the N m York Times said, "Much wrong has
been done to the reputation of the Florida wreckers," and argued,
"True, their business grows out of the misfortune of their fellow
men; but so does the healing art, and the physician is not more
welcome to the sick man, than the wrecker to the tempest-tossed
mariner."13 Criticism continued, but federal law stood behind the
12. A leading localjudge published the best legal study of wrecking: William Marvin,
A Treatise on the Law of Wreck and Salvage (Boston: Little, Brown, 1858).On wrecking's impact on daily life, see William Randolph Hackley, Diary of William R.
Hackley, Typescript, Special Collections, George A. Smathers Libraries,
University of Florida, and William Marvin, Aut&Biography, Typescript, Special
Collections, George A. Smathers Libraries, University of Florida. For reports on
individual salvage cases, see "Wreck Reports for Apalachicola, Fernandina, Key
West, Jacksonville, Pensacola, and Tampa, Florida," v. 1, December 31, 1873 to
January 4,1882, Records of the Bureau of Customs, Record Group 36, National
Archives, Washington, D.C. The best scholarly review is still Dorothy Dodd, "The
Wrecking Business on the Florida Reef, 1822-1860,"Florida Historical Quarterly v.
22, no. 4 (April 1944), 171-199.
13. N. Parker Willis, Health Trip to the Tropics (NewYork: Charles Scribner, 1854),
300; "Population and Trade of Key West," Nau Yorlz Times, 7 July 1854, 3. See
also "Wrecks, Wrecking, Wreckers, and Wreckees, on Florida Reef," Hunt's
Merchants' Magazine, April 1842, 349; Benjamin Strobel, "Sketches of Florida
No. 2," Charleston Courier, 4 May 1837; Benjamin Strobel, "Sketches of Florida
No. 12," Charleston Courier, 20 May 1837.
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wreckers. Simonton asked Congress to establish a court to rule on
maritime cases, arguing that it would "guard and regulate the
immense wrecking business of the Florida reef & coast, and ... the
interest of humanity and commerce." In 1828, Key West gained a
District Court, a Customs House, and became a port of entry,
securing its position as a maritime hub.
The wrecking industry was colorhl and unique, and it was central to the island economy for half a century, but it is not a significant part of the historical memory presented to tourists. Other
major events in the nineteenth century are also all but forgotten in
these narratives, which focus on the island's famous tourists. Thus,
visitors learn more about Ernest Hemingway, Harry Truman, and
Jimmy Buffett than about Key West's founders, salt ponds, and
pirates. Although wrecking was very profitable, it was a business
that relied on the Keys as a maritime frontier whose shipping lanes
were busy but not yet safe. After the Civil War, better nautical
charts, lighthouses, and steamboats made the route less hazardous,
and wrecking faded away.14
The reefs that created the wrecking boom were also the basis
for three unique fisheries that islanders established between 1840
and 1870. The coral reefs supported hundreds of species of fish
and an array of shellfish, sea turtles, and sponges. Yet John
Simonton had not envisioned fishing as part of Key West's economy, because it was so difficult to deliver such a perishable commodity to distant markets in a hot climate. But the Bahamians who
moved to Key West and brought wrecking also initiated new fisheries based on clever environmental adaptations. Fresh fish spoiled
even during a single day's sail to Cuba, so Key West fishermen built
ships with "live wells." New Englanders owned most of the sloops in
this new fishery, which transported live reef fish to Havana in holds
filled with salt water that flowed through holes in the hull.15
14. Carter, ed., Temz'tom'alPapersv. 23, 1032-1033. On the wrecking court and customs house, see Walter C. Maloney, A Sketch ofthe History of Key West (1876:
Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1968), 12-17.
15. For an introduction to the Florida Keys ecosystems, see Dan Gallagher, ed., The
Hmida Kqrs EnvironmentalStory: A Panorama oftheEnvironment, Culture, and Histoty
of Monroe County, Florida (Big Pine Key, Fla.: Monroe County Environmental
Education Advisory Board, 1997). On fishing, see Silas Steams, "The Havana
Market Fishery of Key West," in George Browne Goode, et d,The Fisheries and
Fish Industries ofthe United States, sec. 5, v. 1 (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1887), 592-594; "Key West," Daily National Intelligencer, 17January 1838;
"Key West," Daily National Intelligencer, 8 August 1843.
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Key West's maritime businesses were fluid, as many vessels pursued both wrecking and live-well fishing, and gradually switched to '
turtle or sponge fishing. These new fisheries also began in the
Bahamas, and like wrecking and live-well fishing, were not pursued '
from other American seaports. Sea turtles and sponges were rare .in most U.S. waters but abundant in the Keys, and could be transported long distances to market. Turtles breathed air, so they
stayed alive on deck, and islanders sent them to markets as distant
as New York and London, where elites ate turtle soup and turtle
steaks. Turtling began as a sidelight to wrecking, which offered
richer paydays, but after the Civil War, turtle fishing boomed.
Sponges were first exported from Key West in 1849, and were
quickly recognized as a valuable commodity. Local men plucked
them from shallow water with long poles and scraped away flesh
from the absorbent skeletons. The 1850s, 1860s, and 18'70s were
the boom years, when wreckers became spongers, and many black
Bahamians relocated to Key West after slavery ended. In 1855, the
N m Ymk TimeS noted that the reefs created Key West's prosperity,
stating, "Everything is coral here, or rather everything is based on
coral-the keys ... the sponges, the harbors, the reefs, and the
wrecking business." Key West had an array of businesses, all based
on bringing unique maritime resources to markets.16
Many visitors said Key West men were unparalleled sailors,
with remarkable knowledge of local reefs and marine life. One
writer said, "The wreckers are bred to the sea," and a second wrote,
"They are indeed an amphibious race, having been known to dive
in 90 feet of water." These men were often called "Conchs, "and a
third visitor declared, "I'll show you how to find a turtle's nest.
The Conchs taught me; and what they don't know about fishing,
turtling, and egging, isn't worth knowing."17 Wreckers and fishermen were required to know the reefs well, but educated men like
William Hackley, a lawyer, and Benjamin Strobel, a physician, also
had a rich knowledge of local environments. Hackley's diaries are
16. "KeyWest Enjoyments,"N m York Times, 30 March 1855. See also John James
Audubon, "Three Florida Episodes," Tequesta (January 1946), 56-68;
Gallagher, The Flon'da Keys Environmental Stmy, 131-132.
17. George Harding, "Wreckersof the Florida Keys,"H a w ' s Magazine,July 1911,
283; Anonymous, "What I Saw in Key West," New York Weekly Tribune, 1 May
1852; Richard Meade Bache, The Young Wrecker on thenorida RaeJ Or, the Trials
and Adventures of Fred Ransom (1869: reprint, Key West: Ketch & Yawl Press,
1999), 181.
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full of fishing and hunting stories, and he regularly gathered turtle eggs, grew tropical fruits, and shot exotic birds. Strobe1 went
further as a naturalist, publishing articles on mangroves and sewing as Audubon's 1832 guide.18
It was impossible to live in nineteenth-century Key West without
being a part of its maritime world, which meant being connected to
coral reefs and to ports like Havana. Foods reveal environmental
links, and islanders ate turtle steaks and fish such as grouper and
grunts more than meat, ate turtle eggs more than chicken eggs, and
bought plantains, sapodillas, grapefruit, and avocados. Key West's
isolation made imported food expensive and encouraged the use of
local foods, but exotic goods salvaged by wreckers also gave the city
a cosmopolitan flavor. Judge William Marvin reported that 499
wrecked vessels were brought into Key West between 1848 and
1857, an average of fifty a year. Cotton was the most common
cargo, but wreckers also brought in rice, tobacco, and lumber from
the U.S. South; coffee, sugar, rum, cigars, fruit, and mahogany from
the Caribbean; and manufactured items and luxury goods like wine
from Europe. This cornucopia of goods demonstrates that the
islanders who were so closely tied to the local environment were
also at an international trade network's crossroad^.^^
Antebellum Key West was tied to distant ports by the unpredictable wrecking business, but after the war, the island became a
regular stop on the steamship lines linking that maritime world
together. In 1890, the M d a Times-Unionreported, "there is scarcely a day in the year that a steamer does not arrive and depart. There
are often two or three a day, besides a score or more of large
schooner-rigged vessels." Before the war, the Morgan steamships
connected Key West to Baltimore, Havana, and New Orleans; in
1873 the Mallory steamship line made Key West its main stop
between New York and Galveston; and in 1887 Henry Plant's ships
linked Tampa, Key West, and Havana. By 1890, almost seventy
years had passed since John Simonton had envisioned a busy seaport, and his goal had become a reality. Wrecking was largely gone,
but Key West was thriving due to maritime trade, sponging, turtling,
18. Hackley, Diary of William R. Hackley. On hunting and fishing, see January
1831, May 1845, December 1853, and October 1856; and on fruits, see March
1854, August 1854, and April 1856. Benjamin Strobel, "Sketchesof Florida No. 7: Key West," Charleston Mercu~,11 July 1833, and Strobel, "Sketches of
Florida - No. 4: John J. Audubon," Charleston Mercury, 28 June 1833.
19. Marvin, A Treatise on the Law of Wreck and Salvage, 2-4.
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and a new business, cigar making, and it had a diverse workforce of
black and white Bahamians, Cubans, and A m e r i ~ a n s . ~ ~
The stories about Key West's past created for tourists say little
about wreckers, and these popular histories also ignore commercial
fishermen. Tourism boosters do focus on sport fishing-and the
chance to follow in Hemingway's footsteps. Many ports tell romantic
stories about commercial fishermen to visitors, such as Nantucket's
focus on whalers, but Key West spongers and turtlers are nearly forgotten. Perhaps the story is difficult to tell, since the collapse of
sponge and sea turtle populations contradicts the typical depiction of
the Florida Keys as a rich, thriving marine ecosystem. Cigar making
is another one of Key West's boom and bust businesses that is overlooked in the simplified narratives told to tourists. Cuban cigar makers dominated the island's culture for decades, just as Bahamian
wreckers once had, but a century later, this era is almost invisible.
When Key West was a thriving commercial port, it had deep ties to
Cuba and the Bahamas, but these links have been all but erased. In
today's tourism economy, the critical link is to mainland America,
and Cuba might as well be a thousand miles away.
During the late nineteenth century, Key West was one of
Florida's largest urban centers, but it had little in common with
the great industrial cities remaking the U.S. landscape. Its population grew from over 3,000 in 1860 to over 10,000 in 1880, and with
more than 18,000 people in 1890, Key West was the state's largest
city. However, New York, Chicago, and even southern cities like
Atlanta were using industrialization to redefine what it meant to be
a city. Key West had little in common with those booming railroad
centers, as the islanders pursued maritime trade, not industrial
production. In following an early nineteenth-century plan for
urban growth, Key West resembled seaports like Nantucket,
Charleston, and Galveston, which prospered in a maritime era, but
struggled in the new age of railroads, coal, and steel. The islanders
fought to adapt to urban-industrial transformations, but efforts to
modernize turtle and sponge fishing would lead to rapid depletion. Key West gained a new industry with cigar manufacturing,
20. "Key West, Florida," florida Times-Union (Jacksonville)January 1890 Trade
Edition. On Key West's steamship lines, see Maloney, Histmy of Key West, 2830; Jefferson B. Browne, Key West: The Old and the New (1912: reprint,
Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1973), 80-81; and Benjamin W.
Labaree, et aL, America and the Sea: A Maritime Histmy (Mystic, Conn.: Mystic
Seaport Museum, 1998), 377-379.
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Americans celebrate transportation changes like the steamboat,
the railroad, and the "Model T" Ford, but Key West and some other
ports were hurt by the shift to more efficient, standardized transport.
The modernization of shipping, including the switch from sail to
steam and the construction of lighthouses, had caused the decline of
wrecking in the Keys. Hunt's Merchants' Magazine noted this in 1852,
stating, "Various causes are now in operation, which must lead to the
diminution of the wrecking business. When the coast survey and the
thorough lighting of the Florida Reef, both of which are now progressing, shall be completed, the two prominent causes of wrecks will
be removed." An 1874 visitor saw the results, saying wreckers were
"compelled to take to sponging for support, since the erection of the
light-houses and beacons on the reef," and quoting a Key West skipper who declared, "I wish them d
4 lights was sunk below the
sea." Wreckers had exploited the risks created by the reefs, but the
increased value of ships and cargo made it imperative to modernize
this shipping route and eliminate its inefficiencies.**
Key West's turtle and sponge fisheries went into sharp declines
in the century's last decade, because modernization hurt these traditional businesses. The greater intensity and efficiency of industrial methods, including the use of steamboats, drastically reduced
sponge and turtle populations in the Keys. Sea turtles were highly
vulnerable to over-fishing because they surfaced to breathe and
went ashore to lay eggs. Little depletion was seen in mid-century,
when Key West sloops combined wrecking, turtling, and fishing,
and an 1843 report stated, "some hundred thousand pounds of
green turtle are brought in from the bays and reefs, half of which
are exported, and the other portion consumed." But by 1890, that
catch had tripled to 297,000 pounds, and production grew to
410,000 pounds in 1895 and 546,000 pounds in 1897.23

'

I

Anglo-American sailors. See Marcus Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue
Sea: Merchant Seamen, Pirates, and the Anglo-American Maritime World (NewYork:
Cambridge University Press, 1987), 45, 77-115.
22. "Commercial Cities and Towns of the United States: Key West, Florida,"
Hunt's Merchants'Magazine,January 1852,56; F. Trench Townshend, Wild Life
in Florida, With a Visit to Cuba (London: Hurst & Blackett, 1875), 230.
23. "Key West," Daily National Intelligencer, 8 August 1843. "Statisticsof the Fisheries
of the Gulf States, 1902," in U.S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, Rqbort of
the Commission for the Year EndingJune 30, 1903, 443. See also "Green Turtles,"
New Ymk Times, 21 July 1890; "How Turtles are Caught," New YorJz Times, 21
December 1890; Frederick W. True, "The Turtle and Terrapin Fisheries," in
George B. Goode, et aL, TheFisheries and Fishery Industries of the United States sect.
5, v. 2 (Washington:Government Printing Office, 1887), 497-498.
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A turtle soup cannery opened in Key West in the 1890s, and it
soon became obvious that local turtle populations could not keep
up with the soup's popularity in Gilded Age cities. By 1899, Forest
and Stream magazine was calling for laws protecting sea turtles in
U.S. waters. In 1903 the Fisheries Commission noted that U.S.
turders had been forced to shift to distant waters, reporting,
"Quite a fleet engage in it, and fish.. . the Honduras, Yucatan, and
Mexican coasts." In 1912, a local writer said of the Granday
Canning Company, "Its outpost is about two hundred quart cans a
day. It is limited to this quantity, not for lack of demand, but from
the difficulty in securing turtle." A 1914 author chronicled the
rapid decline, stating, "At the time the industry was first started,
Mr. Granday secured his turtles from the waters about Key West,
but they have become so scarce in these waters that the turtles used
in the manufacture of the soup are now caught in the Caribbean
Sea, along the coast of Mexico, with some from off the coast of
Nicaragua." In just a few decades, intensified turtle fishing had
devastated local turtles, and by the 1930s, the cannery, with its pens
of live turtles, was mainly a tourist a t t r a ~ t i o n . ~ ~
New industrial methods also caused the rapid depletion of
sponges. Key West spongers, like turtlers, expanded their territory, and the move to a "bay fishery" in west Florida seemed to be
progress. But it revealed that Keys sponges were depleted, and the
Fish Commission reported in 1897, "the sponge grounds are on
the whole much less productive than formerly," and warned,
"There has been a complete abandonment of some grounds formerly productive." New grounds were limited because sponges
require warm water, and sponger Carlos Barker wrote, "Every year
they pushed up further north until at last they got to St. Mark's and
the sponges ended."25 This move also encouraged residents of
west Florida to challenge Key West's sponge monopoly. The pivotal event came in 1905, when Greek immigrants in Tarpon
24. "Florida's Fishing Interests," Fmest and Stream, v. 52, 29 April 1899, 331;
"Statisticsof the Fisheries of the Gulf States, 1902,"in U.S. Commissioner of
Fish and Fisheries, Report of the Commission fm the Year Ending June 30, 1903,
443; Norberg Thompson, "TheTurtle Industry and its Development,"in J.A.
Willis, Kqr West, Nm-da:A Gem of an Island (Key West: Key West Board of
Trade, 1914); Browne, Key West, 110. The 1973 Endangered Species Act protected Florida turtles and banned imported sea turtles.
25. Hugh Smith, "The Florida Commercial Sponges," BzcZktin of the US. Fish
Commission fm 1897, v. 1, 228, 230. Carlos Barker, "FiftyYears of a Sponge
Fisher's Life," The Independent (New York) 21 April 1904, 887.
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The sponge fishing fleet and dried sponges in Key West's harbor. Image courtesy of
the M d a State Archives, Talbaksee.

Springs used helmets and air hoses to breathe underwater. These
divers could harvest sponges in 30 to 150 feet of water, far deeper
than Key West men could reach with poles, and the Greeks seized
control of the fishery. Diving for sponges was banned in the Keys,
allowing a small local fishery to survive into the 1930s, when diseases ravaged sponge beds and the invention of synthetic sponges
completed the collapse. Intensified fishing to meet the U.S. consumer market's massive demand devastated the vulnerable sponge
and turtle populations and killed off Key West's fisheries.26
Tourism promoters often depict the Florida Keys as a pristine
marine environment, leaving no room for discussion of failed commercial fisheries. Key West's visitors are presented with photographs of the trophies of visiting sport fishermen like Ernest
Hemingway, instead of stories of the struggles of commercial fish26. On sponging, see Richard Rathbun, The Sponge Fishery and Trade," in
Goode, et al., The Fisheries and Fishery IndusCries of the United States sect. 5, v. 2,
822-829; Charles Pierce, "The Sponge Fishing Industry," in Willis, Key West,
Flarida; William C. Schroeder, "Fisheries of Key West," in Report of the U S .
Commissioner of Fisheries for the Fiscal Year 1923, 5455; W.N. Witzell, "The
Origins of the Florida Sponge Fishery," Florida Keys Sea Here'tageJournal v. 9,
no. 3 (Spring 1999). On Tarpon Springs, see Caroline J. Comnenos,
"Florida's Sponge Industry: A Cultural and Economic History," (Ph.D. diss.,
University of Florida, 1982).
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ermen. The idea that coral reefs were the foundation of a unique
maritime economy is lost, and they are now presented as destinations for snorkeling trips. In the modern tourist era, ships are used
for sunset cruises, not hard physical labor, and the docks are full
of cruise ship passengers and tour guides, not fishermen and longshoremen. The ocean is an important backdrop for vacationers,
but most of them never visit the coral reefs.
The cigar industry differed from other businesses, as it was not
based on coral reefs and the sea, but used Cuban immigrants to
roll cigars from imported tobacco. This boom began in the 1870s
and temporarily remade the island's geographic orientation, as the
focus shifted from the Keys to Cuba. Cigar making in Key West
began in 1831, but did not grow large until after the Civil War.
During Cuba's Ten Years War from 1868 to 1878, many Cuban factories relocated to Key West, which still had access to tobacco and
skilled cigar makers from Havana. Key West factories boomed for
three decades, as the island became the largest U.S. producer of
quality cigars, and the overall population grew even as fishing
declined. In 1889, the N m York Times said the city had "130 cigar
manufacturies, employing 9,000 Cubans and Americans, which last
year shipped 90,000,000 cigars," but by that date, a dangerous rival
had emerged.*'
Don Vincente Martinez Ybor closed his large Key West factory
in 1886 after a series of strikes, and founded Ybor City, an industrial center on the outskirts of Tampa, which became the island's bitter rival. Tampa was a mainland port, with more aEordable real
estate and with railroad links to U.S. cities; by 1900, Tampa more
than doubled Key West's cigar exports. Key West cigar making
went into decline, and a Depression-era WPA tourist guide stated,
"the cigar industry which once employed more than 10,000 workers, had gone elsewhere, and only a few minor factories known as
'buckeyes' remained." Cubans used Key West as an escape from
war, but then they escaped from the Keys. For a time, cigar making appeared to be the industry that would modernize Key West,
but it also fit the port's old pattern in its use of unique resources
and traditional methods. When rivals with better transportation
links and more efficient methods emerged, Key West cigar makers
27. "The Key West Cigar," New Ymk Times, 27 October 1889, 17. On Key West
cigars, see "Our Cigar Factories,"Daily Equator-Democrat, Trade Edition 1889,
18-19; Maloney, Histmy of Key West, 25; Browne, Key West, 128.
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and spongers could not compete. Eventually, Tampa and Tarpon
Springs also declined, as the dictates of industrial capitalism won
out, and hand-made cigars and natural sponges were replaced by
cheaper mass-produced substitute^.^^
Cigars appeared to be a bridge from Key West's maritime past
to a new industrial era, and the next vision of modernization
involved railroad bridges across the Keys. Henry Flagler, who
made millions in Standard Oil, decided to connect Key West with
his Florida East Coast Railway. Flagler had created booms in
Jacksonville and Miami, and he hoped to make Key West into the
center of U.S. trade with Latin America. A local man summed up
this dream, saying, "The ultimate end of all railroad building in
Florida is to reach deep water at an extreme southern terminus,
and Key West is the only place that fills the requirement."
Construction of the "Over-Sea Railway" lasted from 1905 to 1912,
and cost $40 million and the lives of 200 workers. Workers laid
roadbed across the Keys, constructed steel and concrete bridges
between islands, and dredged 134 acres of land for Key West's terminal. A 1912 editorial revealed local hopes, stating, "just a few
short years ago old ocean rolled where today are great wharves,
warehouses, railroad yards, and all the accompaniments which
make for commercial greatness."2g
Henry Flagler predicted the population would double to
50,000 people, but no boom occurred. The 1910 population was
19,945, but it fell to 18,749 in 1920 and plummeted to 12,831 in
28. Writer's Program of the Works Projects Administration, A Guide to Key West
(1941; New York: Hastings House, 1949), 51. On Ybor City, see L. Glenn
Westfall, Don Vincente Martina Ybw, the Man and his Empire (NewYork: Garland
Publishing, 1987), 36-46; Gary R. Mormino and George E. Pozzetta, The
Immigrant World of Ybor City: Italians and their Latin Niighbws in Tampa, 18851985 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1987), 6470. On machine-made
cigars and cigarettes, see Writer's Program, A Guide to Key West, 51; Westfall,
Don Vincente Martina Ybor, 168-169; and Gannon, Rmz'da, 95.
29. Jefferson Browne to Miami Herald, 20 September 1935, quoted in David Leon
Chandler, Henry Ragler: The Astonishing Life and Times of a Visionary Robber
Baron Who Founded Rorida (New York: Macmillan Publishing, 1986), 127.
"Realization Comes But Slowly," Key West MorningJournal, 16 May 1912, 4. On
the railroad, see "Building the Overseas Railroad: Newspaper Clippings," v. 13, William J. Krome Key West Extension Papers, 1902-1909, M96-1, Florida
States Archives; Roland M. Harper, "Completion of the Railroad across the
Florida Keys," Bulletin of the American GeographicalSociety v. 44, no. 2 (1912),90;
Gallagher, ed., The Florida Keys Environmental Story, 142-148. The project was
originally called the "Over-Sea Railway," but it was also called the "Overseas
Railroad" and other variations on this theme.
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1930. The collapse of sponging and turtling and the exodus of
cigar makers devastated the city, and the Navy base also shrank
after World War I. With economic output dwindling, Key West did
not need fast transportation, and no surge in Latin American trade
came. Mayor J.N. Fogarty gave a wish list in 1914, stating, "Key
West would be an ideal location for a sugar refinery.. . a large fish
canning factory. .. more cigar factories," but the island did not
attract new capital. Flagler's railroad raised hopes for recovery,
but it came too late to rescue Key West. The city got a rail link to
America, but it had been on a different path for too long to integrate with the new U.S. economy. Half its residents had never seen
a train when it arrived in 1912, and in that decade, transportation
was remade, as the car became the new symbol of modernity.30
The town that fascinated Hemingway and Dos Passos in the
1920s had been in a downward spiral for decades, and the distinctive culture and atmosphere created by those hard times provided
the feeling of authenticity that appealed to them. Key West
seemed older, life seemed slower, and the urban landscape had
not been remade by cars. Visitors saw that the islanders had a
strong local culture that defied authority and tolerated vice, particularly during Prohibition. In the 1920s, US. cities were growing
much more homogeneous due to mass production, consumer culture, and the car, and Key West's idiosyncratic culture and landscape appealed to visitors seeking an escape. The old seaport had
never developed into an industrial metropolis, and this failure contained the seeds for its new direction as a tourist de~tination.~'
Reinvention and Recovery
A few Americans visited Key West for pleasure in its first century, but a dramatic shift in orientation would occur with its 1930s
conversion from commercial seaport to island getaway. Early visitors noted features that would be important in the coming travel
boom, but the island was not yet dedicated to tourism, leisure, and
consumer culture. Yellow fever discouraged antebellum travelers.
Civil War officer John Wilder of Massachusetts was troubled by
30. Flagler's prediction is quoted in Chandler, Henry Hagler, 258. J.N. Fogarty,
"What Key West Needs," in Willis, ed., Key West, M d a .
31. For an examination of the efforts of early twentieth-century elites to use vacations to escape from the nation's car culture, see Paul Sutter, Driven Wild: How
the Fight Against Automobiles Launched the Modern WildernessMovement (Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 2002).
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deadly disease in such an idyllic setting, stating, "It seems hard to , ,
realize that so delightful and sunny a land on which the smile ofA:
God seems visibly to rest should be so deadly and deceitful." In the
postwar era, these fears faded, and the island became a potential
destination for health-seekers, with H a w ' s magazine stating in
1871, "Key West would be a paradise for the sick or invalid were
there decent accommodation^."^^
A variety of visitors offered critical accounts of their brief stops
in port, finding fault with the city's facilities, and with its ethnic
diversity. An anonymous 1886 travel account said, "accommodations for visitors are meager," and attacked local restaurants for
"greasy, smoky walls," and "Cubans in ... greasy undershirts," saying
"spread all over [was] a thick layer of flies and mosquitoes and a
heterogeneous odor of decaying fmit, olive oil, coal oil, tobacco,
garlic, and coffee." An 1894 Sm'bner's writer was gentler, calling Key
West "a dusty old town" and declaring "there is very little of interest
here to hold the tourist," while noting, "It is a thoroughly Spanish
city... made up for the most part of Cubans, Spanish-speaking
Negroes, and Bahamians." These Gilded Age writers viewed Key
West as unable to keep up with modern America, and they saw no
benefits in ethnic diversity or in being behind the times.33
By the 1920s, however, a number of visitors praised aspects of
Key West that previously had been seen as shortcomings, revealing
major changes in American ideas about place and the past. A few
local boosters had tried to present the island as exotic, such as an
1890 writer who said, "The stranger is forcibly impressed with the
tropical appearance of the City and wonders to himself if he is really in the United States," and promoted Key West as "the Italy of
America." But most islanders continued their efforts to attract
commerce and industly, and the push to re-envision Key West as a
tourist destination came from outsiders, especially those seeking
an escape from bustling cities. Many of their comments could only
come from visitors, such as the 1918 guide to Florida that called
32. John A. Wilder, Letter to Eben Loomis, 2 August 1864, Family Papers, Misc.
Florida Manuscripts, George A. Smathers Libraries, University of Florida.J.B.
Holder, "Alongthe Florida Reef,"Harper'sNew Monthly Magazine, March 18'71,
526.
33. Anonymous, "KeyWest, Florida, Before the Fire of March 30,1886: A Sketch,
A Criticism, A Burlesque," (1886;reprint, Key West: Key West News Company,
1899), 6; Charles Dodge, "Subtropical Florida" Scribner's Magazine, v. 15,
January-June 1894,350.
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Key West "quaint and interesting," and said "it has long been the
most remote and most incongruous town within these United ,;"
States." A 1926 New York Times essay also praised Key West for its
lack of development and standardization, stating, "Key West is
quiet and it is unique, two qualities rare in any part of the United
States and doubly rare in F l ~ r i d a . " ~ ~
For decades, islanders had been striving to keep up with other
cities' advances, without success, while the visitors who saw Key
West as fundamentally unlike the rest of America grew more persuasive. Journalist Elmer Davis praised Key West's atmosphere in
order to criticize 1920s America. He described "the peculiar languid charm of this flat gray town, a fusion of the old Southern
leisureliness with Latin ease; utterly unlike.. . the frantic flurried
life of the mainland." Davis also wrote, "culturally, Key West has
always been something apart.. . Key West is not Florida, not United
States. It is largely ~ u b a n . "He
~ ~criticized Florida's 1920s real
estate boom, and was pleased it had not reached Key West, saying
islanders "have lived a life of their own, materially different from
the life of continental Floridians.. . a life that was eminently satisfying to them, as well as agreeably novel and refreshing to visitors."
But Davis saw modernization coming, saying Key West was "already
beginning to be ironed flat, and in that process it will lose half its
charm," and he blamed "letting in the automobile and the standardized civilization of interchangeable parts which the automobile.. . has given to this country."36
Davis, like Hemingway and Dos Passos, was critical of the 1920s
culture of materialism, and as more writers discovered Key West,
an artists' colony emerged. Dos Passos wrote, "I've forgotten
whether I first told Hem about Key West or whether he found it on
his own. I had been talking it up to my friends ever since I first saw
34. "Present Condition and Future Prospect of Key West,"Daily Equator-Democrat
(Key West) 1889 Trade Edition, 9; Nevin Winter, Hmida: The Land of
Enchantment (Boston: Page Company, 1918), 326, 325; Elmer Davis, "Sleepy
Florida Keys Go to Booming Now," New York Times, 7 March 1926, XX4.
35. Elmer Davis, "Another Caribbean Conquest," Harper's Monthly Magazine,
January 1928, 172,168-169.
36. Davis, "Sleepy Florida Keys Go to Booming Now," XX4; Davis, "Another
Caribbean Conquest," 168. On the 1920s Florida land boom, see George
Brown Tindall, The Emergence of the Modem South, 1913-1945 (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1967), 104109; Raymond Arsenault, St.
Petersburg and the Ebrida Dream, 1888-1950 (Norfolk: Donning Company,
1988).
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the place." Dos Passos was searching for authenticity, and liked the
town, describing "shady streets of unpainted frame houses" where
"automobiles were rare." He was fascinated by the radical Cuban
cigar makers, noting, "They had a habit of hiring somebody to
read to them.. . They listened with avidity not only to the Socialist
newspapers, but.. . to translations of Dostoevski and Tolstoi." Dos
Passos immediately liked Key West, and his friend, who identified
with Conch fishermen rather than cigarworkers, forged an even
stronger bond. Dos Passos said Hemingway "had gotten to be a
Conch himself," and explained the appeal, writing, "Spaniards ran
good little restaurants well furnished with Rioja wine. Nice colored nurses were available... Nobody seemed to have ever heard
of game laws or prohibition. The place suited Ernest to a T." He
emphasized diversity, affordability, and defiance of authority, all of
which added to the idea of Key West as a world apart.37
The poet Elizabeth Bishop captured a different sense of the
island in the late 1920s and 1930s, as she portrayed it as a place of
great beauty and extreme sadness. Several of her Key West poems
examine poverty and racial inequality, as "Cootchie" wonders
about the experiences of a black female servant, and "Jeronimo's
House" looks to understand a poor Cuban man through the meager belongings visible through his window. The collapsing local
economy was the source of much of this beauty and poverty, as it
left the built environment intact, but left people withoutjobs. The
1930 census confirmed a dramatic drop in population, and as the
Depression deepened, there was little hope that cigar making or
fishing could recover. Key West's decline was widely known, due
in part to visiting writers, and not long after Roosevelt's 1932 election, a group of influential outsiders began plans to revitalize the
destitute
The rest of the nation learned of Key West's economic crisis in
July 1934 when the City Council announced the city was bankrupt
and declared in a remarkable resolution, "we hereby surrender to
the Governor all legal powers." The Depression hurt many cities,
37. John Dos Passos, The Best of Times: An I n f m a l Memoir (New York: New
American Library, 1966), 198-199, 202, 199.
38. Elizabeth Bishop, Selected Poems (London:Chatto & Windus, 1967), 31,26. On
Bishop, see Gary Fountain and Peter Brazeau, Remembering Elizabeth Bishop: An
Oral Biography (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1994), 78-84. On
local writers, see Williams, The l%rida Keys From Key Largo to Key West, 168-177;
and Murphy, ed., The Key West Reader, 17-24.
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but Key West's collapse and the response were unprecedented.
The resolution reported that the majority of the population was
unemployed, property owners could not pay taxes, the city had no
payroll funds, and it was unable to borrow more money. It also
claimed "about half the population" was on federal relief rolls, and
judged existing programs a failure, stating, "the present system is
inadequate and affords very little relief." Mostjournalists depicted
the city's abdication of power to the state as a surprise, but it had
been planned by local, state, and federal officials to get press coverage.
Julius Stone of the Federal Emergency Relief
Administration was the man who formulated and led the plan, and
his goal was to reinvent Key West by converting its economy to
tourism.39
Stone presented his program as an experimental New Deal
effort to rehabilitate a city. His men saw no hope for a simple
recovery, and one said, "This wasn't a place where pumppriming
would work. The damned pump was busted, and besides, there
wasn't any water in the well." The crisis gave the New Dealers the
freedom to take bold risks, and they set out to remake the city's
basic economic and geographic orientation. Stone declared, "The
city undoubtedly has a charm all of its own. Why can't we capitalize on that charm? Why not make it the Bermuda of Florida?" He
was following one of Roosevelt's principle New Deal tenets, as the
President had declared, "the country demands bold, persistent
experimentation.. .. Take a method and try it: if it fails, admit it
frankly and try another. But above all, try ~ o m e t h i n g . " ~ ~
Stone acted fast, asjust three days after this resolution, the Key
West Citizen reported that FEW had studied the crisis, identified
three options, chosen one, and launched the program. Stone's
first option was continued federal relief, but he rejected it because
there was no end in sight, while his second option was to withdraw
39. "Resolution of City Council of Key West," 2 July 1934, in Key West
Administration, Key West in Transition: A Guide Book fm Visitors (Key West: Key
West Administration, 1935), 59-61. See also "Key West Asks for Aid in
Economic Crisis," New Ymk Times, 5 July 1934, 19. For a brief historical
overview, see Durward Long, Key West and the New Deal, 19341936," Rmida
Historical Quarter4v. 46 (January 1968),209-218; Durward Long, "Workers on
Relief, 19341938, in Key West," Tequesta no. 28 (1968), 53-61.
40. Richard Rovere, "End of the Line," New Ymker, 15 December 1951, 85;
Franklin D. Roosevelt, "Address at Oglethorpe University," 22 May 1932; on
Julius Stone, see Rovere, "End of the Line," 8384. "Key West Now Under
State Control," Key West Citizen, 5 July 1934, 1.
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relief funds, which he said "would necessarily have resulted in the
evacuation of the island." Stone considered evacuation and relocation, but he believed that the islanders' ethnic diversity ruled it
out, stating, "Key West contains people of three races about equally divided-Nordics, Latins, and Negroes," and asking, "Where in
America can a Latin population be transplanted so that it will not
still be on relief and its economic plight not be aggravated by social
difficulties?" Having rejected these options, Stone said he would
"attempt to rehabilitate the people of Key West in their own homes
by bringing a new, non-manufacturing means of livelihood to Key
West, namely, the tourist business."41
The conversion from commerce to tourism depended on the
remaking of Key West's physical landscape and the reinvention of
American views of the island. The project began with a massive
cleanup, since garbage collection had stopped months earlier.
Work crews hauled away trash, tore down dilapidated shacks,
cleared vacant lots, and built parks. The next step was to renovate
homes to house tourists, instead of building hotels, with FERA
funding the repairs and giving homeowners half the rent to help
get them off relief. Journalist Frank Lovering praised this
approach, stating, "The city in its rehabilitation is not to be re-cast.
The job is one of preservation rather than of demolition," and saying, "The quaint houses.. . will not be harmed.. . The indigenous
architecture which is Key West's charm.. . is being preserved." A
few new facilities were built, including a beach, a pool, an aquarium, and an art gallery, but nothing to rival booming Miami's huge
amusement parks and racetracks. Stone described Key West's
intended visitors as "People who seek peace and quiet, who are
attracted by an Old-World charm... who are seeking a change
from a standardized tourist
41. Key West Administration, Key West in Transition, v-vi; "Key West is to Be
Restored by Free Labor of Her Citizens," N m Ymk Times, August 12, 1934,
XX9. See also "Many Projects to Be Included in New Program," Key West
Citizen, 5 July 1934, 1; "Sholtz and Stone Outline Program for Key West," Key
West Citizen, 6 July 1934, 1.
42. Frank Lovering, Reporter in Paradise (KeyWest: Key West Sunprint, 1934), 303,
Otto Richter Library, University of Miami; Key West Administration, Key West
in Transition, 1. On the cleanup, see "Key West Under the New Deal," Florida
Motorist, October 1934, 2425; John Janney, "Recovery Key," American
Magazine, v. 119, May 1935, 46; Key West Administration, "Hospitality Hints
for the Key West Resident," (Key West: Key West Administration, 1935) in
Florida Collection, Monroe County Public Library; Bernard C. DeWitt, Key
West Guide Book (Key West: Key West Administration, 193'7).
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FERA workers renovating a Key West cottage for tourists i n 1935. Image courtesy of
the Nmomda
State Archives, Tallahassee.

After preparing the island for tourists, a marketing effort was
needed to attract visitors. From the start, the campaign presented
Key West as a place apart from urban-industrial America and a
place where the past was still present. A brochure titled, "Key
West-Where the Tropics Begin" called the island, "saturated in
the atmosphere of a romantic history" and described "brave maritime pursuits... [and] a traditional culture forgotten in other
parts of America." It presented the town as "a peculiarly healing
and relaxing haven from the turbulence of our present-day civilization," and a second brochure declared, "Here one forgets the
cares of city life, its endless hurry and complexity." The author
also turned racial diversity into an attraction, stating, "An OldWorld atmosphere pervades here. Spanish is heard as conversation
drifts from porch to porch until one forgets he is in the United
States. The Bahamian Negro.. . adds to the illusion that you are in
a foreign land." The brochure linked ethnic diversity with sexual
freedom, stating, "The young Cuban blades stand along the edges
of the sidewalk, the handsome girls parade up and down." These
depictions of a traditional, unhurried, and exotic place were
directly in line with the way Hemingway and Dos Passos saw the
town, and they reveal a major shift in the island's image. Key West
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had been criticized as too old and too foreign in the Gilded Age,
but now these attributes supplied its nostalgic atmosphere."
The program to remake Key West had critics, including
Hemingway, but most islanders rallied behind it, performing
prodigious amounts of work as volunteers and in paid relief programs. In late 1934,journalist Frank Lovering judged it a success
because of local support, writing, "inside of two months after the
unique experiment.. . was inaugurated the plans were surging forward with the thoughtful and generous co-operation of nearly
every citizen." Elmer Davis, who had worried about cars bringing
standardization to the island, was also supportive, writing in 1935,
"It was certainly accomplishing something-something much better than what had been there before." Like Hemingway, Davis
knew tourism could ruin the island's charm, but he recognized
that islanders were suffering and needed help, declaring, 'You
cannot ask people to starve for the sake of being quaint." Davis
praised Stone's sensitivity, saying, "Stone happened to be one of
the people who can appreciate Key West." Almost twenty years
later; Davis attacked people who complained about Stone when
they looked back, writing, "Some people squawked about what
Julius did, they were the few who were not on relief; I have heard
others squawk about it since who would have starved to death if he
hadn't done it."44
FERA took charge of Key West in July 1934, and the program
was going well until September 2, 1935, when a major hurricane
put the recovery in jeopardy. The city itself suffered little damage,
but there was terrible destruction in the Upper Keys, where the
wind and waves killed hundreds of people and destroyed large portions of the railroad. From the 1820s to 1912, the island was reachable only by boat, but the harbor grew quieter as the maritime
economy faded, and the train became the key transportation link
for tourists. However, the Florida East Coast Railway Company
had gone into receivership in 1931, so it was unlikely to rebuild
43. Key West Administration, "KeyWest - Where the Tropics Begin," (1936?),2,
6; and Key West Administration, "KeyWest," (1936), '7, 3. Both brochures in
Department of Special and Area Studies Collections, George Smathers
Library, University of Florida.
44. Lovering, Reporter in Paradise, 303; Elmer Davis, "NewWorld Symphony: With
a Few Sour Notes," Harper's Magazine, v. 1'70, May 1935, 642, 644, 652; Elmer
Davis, "GhostTown,"in Burt P. Garnett, ed. Martello Towers and the Stoly of Key
West (Key West: Key West Art and Historical Society, 1953), p. 21.
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miles of destroyed track. Months went by, and as doubts that the
railroad would ever run again grew, residents backed proposals to
make its abandoned roadbed into a highway. The Upper Keys
already had several bridges, and car ferries ran between some of
the islands in the Lower Keys, but major construction would be
needed to build a highway all the way to Key West.45
New Deal funds came to the rescue again in 1936, when
Roosevelt approved Public Works Administration loans to replace
the railroad with a highway. The $57 million project proceeded
rapidly, and the road opened on March 29, 1938. On that day,
hundreds of motorists drove from Miami to Key West, completing
in four hours what had been a twelve-hour trip with car ferries.
There was a wave of publicity, and writers built upon Stone's nostalgic depiction of Key West. Nina Putnam reported for Collier's,
stating, "what struck us most forcibly was the atmosphere, of which
the quaint buildings and flower-hung lanes were merely contributing factors." She explained, "Key West has a completeness which
is remarkable for any American city. There are no ragged edges,
for even the wharves and the boat terminals have been in place for
so long that they are an integral part of the picture ... It's just
there-unique, a perfect unit." She admired the fact that Key West
did not sprawl along the road, but was instead built around the
harbor, and she knew the long absence of cars helped create this
appealing urban l a n d ~ c a p e . ~ ~
Putnam praised Key West because it was scarcely touched by
cars while also celebrating the new highway, yet she failed to note
45. On the storm, see "Hurricane Strikes Hardest Along Florida Keys," Key West
Citizen, 3 September 1935, 1; "Great Loss of Life and Heavy Property
Damage," Key West Citizen, 4 September 1935, 1; "Air Survey Shows Havoc on
the Keys," New York Times, 5 September 1935,4. On the railroad, see "Railroad
Fate in Doubt," New Ymk Times, 16 September 1935, 12; "A Key Wester
Defends the Overseas Railroad," Key West Citizen, 23 September 1935, 2;
"FloridaKeys Line May Be Abandoned," N m York Times, 12 February 1936,31.
On the road, see "Advocates Repairing of East Coast Railroad To Be Used for
New Automobile Route," Key West Citizen, 9 October 1935, 1; "United We
Stand, Divided We Fall," Key West Citizen, 10 October 1935, 1; "County
Commission Favors Completion of Highway as First Paramount Objective,"
Key West Citizen, 1'7 October 1935, 1.
46. Nina Wilcox Putnam, "South from Miami," Collier's, 18 December 1937, 34.
See also "Key West Turns Out in Full to Celebrate on Learning of Approval
of Bridge Project," Key West Citizen, 1 June 1936, 1; "Railroad Abandonment
Approved," Key Wat Citizen, 26 September 1936, 1; "Key West Host to
Thousands," Key West Citizen, 29 March 1938, 1; "History of the Overseas
Highway," Key West Citizen, 2 July 1938, IB.
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that these ideas were in conflict, and that the road had the potential to destroy the island's charm. In the 1920s, Elmer Davis had
noted the car's ability to standardize every place it touched, and he
realized that Key West's conversion to tourism involved complex
tensions. He cautiously supported FERA's project, but warned,
'Julius Stone fell in love with Key West-the old Key West, as it was;
and it may prove that Oscar Wilde was right when he said that each
man kills the thing he loves." The highway was not part of Stone's
original plan, but after the railroad was destroyed, the road
became critical to the island's recovery, with 417,000 people driving across the new bridges in the first year, and more every ensuing year. The automobile era had arrived in Key West, and the
ability of Americans to drive to the island sealed its shift to tourism
and consumer culture.*'
The island had thrived as a port during the nation's maritime
age, but then struggled to take part in the urban-industrial era in
part because it was not linked to the national network of railroads
until 1912. A new era began in the 1930s, and with the construction of the Oversea Highway, all the pieces were in place for Key
West's reinvention and recovery. In its first century, the community was oriented toward the coral reefs and Cuba, with the harbor as
the crucial point of connection. But after 1938, the island's economy was firmly based on tourism, and the highway to Florida
defined this new economic and environmental orientation. After
decades of economic stagnation and population decline, the town
began to grow again in the 1940s. During the Cold War decades,
as the nation enjoyed remarkable prosperity, Key West tourism
continued along the profitable path laid out by Julius Stone during the Depression.

Key West and Modern America
Seventy years have passed since the highway arrived in 1938,
and Key West is still defined by tourism, and still grapples with tensions originating with Stone and the automobile. Some people in
the 1930s feared tourism's impact, and decade after decade, visitors have voiced this fear, yet tourism has continued to thrive.
Twenty years after Julius Stone arrived, a group of local writers put
47. Davis, "New World Symphony," 652. See also "Metamorphosisfrom Railway to
Highway," Key West Citizen, 2 July 1938, 1C; "Over Florida's Keys," New York
Times, 13 March 1938, 177.
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together an eclectic book of essays that ana
ture. Virtually all the contributors praised Stone's good intentions, but they debated whether or not tourism had ruined the
town by 1953. Colin Jameson identified three groups, describing
moderates who saw Key West as becoming too much like Miami,
and mocking hardliners who "despise fresh paint" and "are convinced that nothing will save the Rock except sinking the Navy and
hanging all promoters of tourist enterprises." Jameson sided with
a third group, writing, "The motto of this devil-may-care outfit is
'Key West is Key West is Key West.' Which being interpreted
means that, like ancient China, this island has always swallowed all
invaders and always will." A New York Times writer noted this same
resiliency in the 1950s, declaring, "If all this activity seems in danger of changing the character of Key West it should be said that the
diehards have been saying this about every improvement since
Julius Stone came here in 1933."48
Tourism's longevity depends upon finding a middle ground in
three sets of opposing forces. To succeed as a getaway, a balance
must be maintained between remoteness and accessibility,
between exotic flavor and familiarity, and between preservation of
the past and development. Stone stressed the first theme in each
pair, depicting Key West as distant, foreign, and nostalgic. He
reshaped American images of the island, and remade the popular
historical memory. But the other end of each spectrum also mattered, as the city must be accessible and familiar, and Stone's program opened the door to development. Depictions of "America's
Southernmost City," "the Conch Republic," and "Margaritaville"
make visitors want to come, but the road makes the trip feasible.
The island's position at the highway's dead end still makes it both
accessible and remote, leading Charles Kuralt to write in 1995,
"Key West is the greatest of all the end-of-the-road towns. .. The
island is full of dreamers, drifters, and dropouts."4g
This ongoing tension between opposing forces creates a feeling
of contradiction and even paradox, and contributes to the idea that
Key West is both a place and a state of mind. Many Americans
imagine Key West to be a foreign country, but it is an island they
168
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48. Colin G. Jameson, "Irregular Monotony," in Burt P. Garnett, ed. Martello
Towers and the Story of Key West, p. 3'7; "KeyWest Exploits Her Growing Fame,"
New York Times,13 January 1952, XX10.
49. Charles Kuralt, CharlesKuralt's America (New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1995)
p. 28.
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can drive their cars to on U.S. highways, without passports or currency exchange. Novelist Joy Williams wrote an excellent guide to
the Keys in 1987, and she noted this sense of contradiction,writing,
"Key West is now a tourist town, one million people visit it each
year, but it is still a town of contrast and contradiction, threat and
carelessness and charm." She described the city's unique feel, saying, "There is a sense of adventure here, of excess and individuality. It's odd. Actually odd. It is a rather dirty town and has very little
dignity, but it has style." In mentioning excess and individuality,
Williams was referring to Key West's artists, its gay community, and
its tolerance for alcohol and drugs. Her comment on style without
dignity suggests that visitors know Key West tourism is based on perception, not reality, but embraces its paradoxes and a b s ~ r d i t i e s . ~ ~
The idea of promoting Key West as an escape from America
remains constant, but over seven decades there have been variations, and a notable one is the island's growth into a major destination for gays and lesbians. The gay community had roots in the
writers' colony, and Elizabeth Bishop, Tennessee Williams, and
Truman Capote were key figures in the gay scene, and are fondly
remembered today. Williams arrived in 1941, soon after
Hemingway left, and he wrote, "This is the most fantastic place that
I have been yet in America. It is even more colorful than Frisco,
New Orleans, or Santa Fe. There are comparatively few tourists and
the town is real stuff. It still belongs to the natives." The young
playwright felt he had found an authentic town, despite FERA's
program, and he bought the house he would own for thirty years.
Even then, Key West had a reputation for tolerance and openness
about sexuality, and its remote location helped to provide safety.
The dead-end location made it unlikely that anyone arrived there
by accident, and Provincetown,Massachusetts, and Fire Island, New
York, two other significant gay beach retreats, are also situated at
the end of the road, apart from mainstream A m e r i ~ a . ~ ~
50. Williams, The FloridaKeys From Key Largo to Key West, 117, 115. See also "InKey
West, They Like to Live on the Edge," US. News €3 World Report, 9 April 1984,
6465; Frank Deford, "The Florida Keys: Paradise with Attitude," National
Geographic, v. 196, December 1999, 32-53.
51. Albert J. Devlin and Nancy M. Tischler, eds., The Selected Letters of Tennessee
Williams, Volume I, 192@1945 (Sewanee, Tenn.: The University of the South,
2000) p. 304. See Esther Newton, Cheny h e , Fire Island: Sixty Years in America S
First Gay and Lesbian Town (Boston: Beacon Press, 1993) and Karen C.
Krahulik, "Cape Queer: The Politics of Sex, Class, and Race in Provincetown,
Massachusetts, 1859-1999,"(Ph.D. diss., New York University, 2000).
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Other variations on the idea of escape are seen in the use of
Harry Truman and Jimmy Buffett as local symbols. Truman made
the island his presidential retreat, bringing national press coverage
and making him Hemingway's rival. In 1951, during Truman's
tenth visit in five years, Richard Rovere depicted Key West as the last
exit on a dead-end road, without noting its earlier role as a maritime trade hub. He wrote, "Key West's remoteness, its position at
the end of the line, has always had an attraction. In theory, the
President comes here as a vacationer.. . In fact he comes here as a
man on the lam. He is running away, as every President must.. . It
is really almost as if he were out of the country." Rovere said Key
West was not quite part of the United States, and others called it
"the Last Resort." A decade later, Castro's rise to power isolated
Key West in a new way, because the U.S. shut down the ferries to
Havana. When the century-old link to Cuba was severed in 1960,
Key West no longer had to compete with Havana and boosters
could market it as a Caribbean island safely within U.S. borders.52
Truman remains an important part of the local landscape, as
his "Little White House" joins Hemingway's home on tourist itineraries, but Jimmy Buffett does not yet have a tour. Fewer and
fewer visitors remember Truman, but several generations know
Buflett's 1970s songs "Margaritaville," "Cheeseburger in Paradise,"
and "Boat Drinks." Novelist Thomas McGuane described his
friend's role in Florida Keys tourism, writing, "Buffetthas.. . made
a world of open roads, sailboats, rental cars, and bars, set against a
curiously romantic fleabag vista." Buffett updated Hemingway's
swashbuckling image for new generations, and his Key West is a
tropical paradise of tequila and sunsets, where blue-collar
Americans can relax. Buffett's songs celebrate the Keys as an
escape but also celebrate consumer culture, and "Margaritaville"
uses a product that tourists buy to sum up the idea of a tropical getaway. While Hemingway rejected his role in tourism, writing an
angry article in Esquire about his house being listed on FERA's map
of local attractions, Buffett embraced his role, opening a
"Margaritaville Cafe" r e ~ t a u r a n t . ~ ~
52. Rovere, "End of the Line," 75. See also "Key West Greets Truman as Hero,"
New York Times, 8 November 1948, 1; "Ferry to Havana Ends Run," N m Yoriz
Times, 2 November 1960, 77. On the phrase "the Last Resort," see Murphy,
ed., The Key West Reader, 13-17.
53. Thomas McGuane in Jimmy Buffett, Songs You Know By Heart: Jimmy Buffett's
GreatestHits (MCA Records, 1985). See "JimmyBuffett, Traveling Salesman of
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Modern Key West's theme restaurants, T-shirt shops, and raucous bars reveal the impact of consumer culture, but many visitors
are able to look past these changes to see a nostalgic seaport.
Decades of tourism have strengthened this skewed historical memory. Newcomers do not know how much the community has
changed, so they fail to recognize that mass tourism has remade its
basic environmental connections. Ideas of Key West as a place
apart and a place where the past still lives are remarkably resilient,
since they are based on popular perception, and change is relative.
Even as the island has modernized, the larger nation has changed
much faster. Sprawling cities and suburbs have redrawn America's
landscape, and Key West, in comparison, still feels distinctive. In
1991, after a dozen years on Key West, novelist Philip Caputo
described the Keys much as they were described in the 1920s and
1930s, declaring, "Above all, the islands offered solitude and sanctuary from the jangling, overcrowded 20" century."54
Tourism is central to Key West today, and community celebrations show its place in the local culture and historical memory.
Every April, islanders celebrate "Conch Republic Days" to commemorate a truly odd event: Key West's tongue-in-cheek secession
from the United States in 1982. During Reagan's war on drugs,
federal agents set up roadblocks to search cars driving from the
Keys to mainland Florida, causing huge travel delays. As an act of
protest, a group of islanders declared that if Key West was to be
treated like a foreign country, with a border checkpoint, then it
would become an independent nation: the "Conch Republic."
The islanders declared war on the U.S., surrendered, and requested foreign aid. The event was presented as the counterculture versus the establishment, but it was a conservative public relations
effort by the Mayor, Chamber of Commerce, and Tourist
Development Board to defend tourism because the roadblock discouraged motorists from visiting the Keys. Press coverage was so
favorable that local businesses sponsor an annual celebration, and
the "Conch Republic" rivals "Margaritaville" as a tourist slogan. It
Leisure," New Ywk Times, 21 February 1999, AR44; Gallagher, ed., The Florida
Keys Environmental Story, 169-170. On Hemingway's anger, see Ernest
Hemingway, "The Sights of Whitehead Street: A Key West Letter," Esquire,
April 1935, 25. Richard Rovere aptly described Hemingway as "an outsider
who deeply resented the presence here of other outsiders,"Rovere, "End of
the Line,"87.
54. Philip Caputo, "LostKeys,"New York Times, 15 December 1991, SM55.
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captures the idea of a place apart, but it also
islanders had developed a sense of ownership of tourism half a
century after it was imposed upon their town.55
Since Julius Stone, historic preservation e
tourism boosters maintain a nostalgic atmosphere and mask Key
West's economic and environmental changes. The Old Island
Restoration Foundation was formed in the 1950s to protect and
restore buildings such as Audubon House and Hemingway House,
and this work continues fifty years later. The Customs House
became an art gallery, the few surviving warehouses and cigar factories are now tourist shops, and many historic homes became
guesthouses. All across Key West, old buildings were put to new
uses, as locations of labor and production have been remade as
places for leisure and consumption. The urban landscape has
been packaged to give tourists a sense of traveling back into the
past, and these efforts obscure the dramatic shifts that occurred
when this maritime gateway became a tourist getaway. Present-day
Key West, with its lack of both nineteenth-century maritime production and twentieth-century industrial production, and its devotion to tourism and consumption, is an example of post-industrial
America and the power of consumer culture.56

!

55. See "KeyWest: The Conch That Roared," Chicago Tribune, 24 April 1982, A3;
"KeyWest, In Protest, 'Secedes' From U.S.,"New Ywk Times, 25 April 1982, 12.
56. See "Restoration is the Key to Success in Key West," New Ywk Times, 30
September 1962, XX3; "Hemingway House Becomes a Museum," New Yo&
Times, 2 February 1964, XX3; Williams, The A?widaKeys From Key Largo to Key
West, 146-150, 1'72-1'7'7.
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